INTRODUCTION
Observational studies demonstrate a positive association between proton-pump inhibitor (PPI) use and the risk of community-acquired pneumonia (CAP). [1] [2] [3] Use of PPIs is associated with short-term, but not long-term, increases in the rate of CAP, 2 and users of PPIs have higher rates of CAP when compared to similar individuals who recently stopped taking a PPI. 1 While a plausible mechanism exists -namely, higher rates of CAP due to increased bacterial colonization arising from a reduction in gastric acid suppression [4] [5] [6] -the association may be confounded. In the absence of randomized controlled trial data, validating whether use of PPIs raises the risk of CAP is important, given widespread use of these medications 7 and recommendations to curtail use based on these associations. [8] [9] [10] [11] Several biases may explain observed associations between use of PPIs and CAP. Confounding by indication and disease severity are likely, as individuals prescribed PPIs more frequently have other comorbid conditions and more severe gastroesophageal reflux disease than those not using these medications. [1] [2] [3] Even after adjustment for potential confounders, confounding by indication and disease severity may still be important, as individuals prescribed PPIs are likely to have unobserved health characteristics that predispose to CAP when compared to nonusers. 1 The association between PPI use and CAP may also be biased by the omission of relevant physician practice patternsphysicians more likely to prescribe PPIs may also be more likely to diagnose CAP. Although not interpreted as such, the association between antipsychotic medication use and CAP 11 -a pathophysiologic mechanism that is potentially weaker than the proposed mechanism explaining the association between PPI use and CAP-suggests that observed associations between PPI use and CAP may be confounded by unobserved severity of patient comorbidities.
We used a 'falsification approach' to examine whether the association between PPI use and CAP is confounded. Falsification methods have been suggested elsewhere as a way to test the causal validity of estimated associations in observational studies, particularly when quasi-experimental study designs are unavailable. [12] [13] [14] Specifically, we asked whether use of PPIs is implausibly associated with higher adjusted rates of common conditions-osteoarthritis, chest pain, urinary tract infection (UTI), deep venous thrombosis (DVT), skin infection, and rheumatoid arthritis-for which known pathophysiologic mechanisms to base an association are few or absent. The theoretical basis of the falsification approach is that a positive association between PPI use and CAP is more likely to be causal, rather than reflect selection bias, if use of PPIs is not also positively associated with other implausible diseases. The presence of one or several implausible associations would suggest that the observed association between PPI use and CAP is confounded. Patient or physician characteristics that are unable to be accounted for in empirical analyses would be more likely responsible for the observed association between PPI use and CAP than a direct effect of PPIs.
For a large sample of privately insured beneficiaries retrospectively followed over 11 years, we compared rates of CAP between users and nonusers of PPIs, as well as within users over time (comparing rates of CAP during months in which a prescription for a PPI was filled to months in which one was not). We compared these results to separate "falsification tests" for osteoarthritis, chest pain, UTI, DVT, skin infection, and rheumatoid arthritis, in which we calculated rates of each condition between users and nonusers of PPIs and within users over time.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data
We assembled a data set of prescription drug and medical claims for 54,490 privately insured beneficiaries above the age of 30, continuously enrolled in six employer-based insurance plans from 1997 to 2007. The data were obtained through a benefits consulting firm and have been used elsewhere to examine the impact of benefit design on pharmacy spending, 15 medication use by the chronically-ill, [16] [17] [18] and specialty drug use. 16 The six plans were chosen since data was available for these plans over a long period of time (11 years) and because the plans were geographically diverse (although not nationally representative). Since the data were based on insurance claims, no data were missing in any of the health plans. We excluded beneficiaries younger than 30 years, because prior work studying the association between PPI use and CAP has demonstrated rates of CAP in patients younger than 30 to be exceedingly low. 1 Data on claims utilization were quarterly, resulting in 2,397,560 person-quarters. The data were deidentified and exempt from review by the Institutional Review Board of the Massachusetts General Hospital.
Drug information included drug name, national drug code, dosage, and days supplied. Outpatient and emergency room medical claims included the date of service, diagnoses, and procedure codes associated with each visit. These data have been used to examine the impact of benefit design on pharmacy spending, 15 medication use by the chronicallyill, [16] [17] [18] and specialty drug use. 16 Our level of observation was an individual in a given quarter. In each quarter, we classified an individual as using a PPI if they filled one or more prescriptions in that quarter for a PPI. Prescriptions were identified by generic and brand names and national drug codes. We flagged individuals by quarter according to whether they had at least one outpatient or emergency department claim for CAP, osteoarthritis, chest pain, UTI, DVT, skin infection, or rheumatoid arthritis. UTI and skin infection were chosen since, like CAP, they are common infections treated in the outpatient setting. 19, 20 The remaining diseases were chosen as they are common reasons for seeking ambulatory care. 21 Disease indicators were identified in the medical claims according to International Classification of Disease, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) diagnoses.
Based on prior work, we also adjusted for common chronic conditions, [16] [17] [18] which may be associated with higher rates of CAP: asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cancer, chronic renal insufficiency, congestive heart failure, coronary artery disease, diabetes, hyperlipidemia, hypertension, and stroke. A beneficiary was determined to have one of these conditions if their medical claims included two or more office visits within a year with the corresponding ICD-9 code.
The final cohorts of users and nonusers of PPIs included patients older than 30 years old who were continuously enrolled in one of six health plans from 1997 to 2007 (inclusion criteria). We did not exclude patients who had a diagnosis of CAP in the first quarter or who filled a prescription for a PPI in the first quarter, since our inclusion of individual fixed effects in the estimation model identified the 'effect' of PPI use on CAP using changes in PPI utilization within individuals over time. Intuitively, because individuals were followed longitudinally, we were able to ascertain additional information on the association of PPI use with CAP by also studying individuals who entered the sample on a PPI, but who ceased use within the study period.
Descriptive Analysis
We computed unadjusted quarterly rates of CAP, osteoarthritis, chest pain, UTI, DVT, skin infection, and rheumatoid arthritis among those beneficiaries who never filled a prescription for a PPI during the 11-year period (n=54,490 beneficiaries; 2,397,560 person-quarters). We compared these rates to disease rates among beneficiaries who filled at least one prescription for a PPI in 11 years, termed "users" (n=26,436 beneficiaries; 1,163,184 person-quarters). Disease rates among users were calculated separately for quarters in which a PPI prescription was filled (n=320,981 quarters) and quarters in which no prescription was filled (n=842,203 quarters). Univariate comparisons between nonusers and users of PPIs (unpaired groups) were made using χ 2 analysis at p<0.05 level of significance. Among users of PPIs, univariate comparisons between quarters in which a prescription for a PPI was filled versus not filled (two paired groups) were made using McNemar's paired statistical test at p<0.05 level of significance.
This descriptive analysis had two purposes. The first was to explore how contemporaneous rates of CAP and each of the studied conditions varied between those individuals ever filling a prescription for a PPI and those not. The second was to explore how rates of each disease varied within users during quarters in which a prescription for a PPI was filled versus not. Comparing disease rates within the same individuals over time is an arguably better approach to dealing with unobserved patient characteristics that may be associated with both the probability of illness and PPI use.
Multivariate Analysis
For each condition, we estimated a multivariate linear probability model with an indicator for whether a prescription for a PPI was filled in a given quarter; quarterly indicators for each of the common chronic conditions listed above; individual fixed effects; and demographic characteristics including age (continuous variable), income (continuous variable), geographic location (indicator variable for North, South, East, West Census region), and marital status (binary variable). We a priori adjusted for the same chronic conditions in each outcome regression to proxy for overall health status of the patient. Age, geographic location, income, and marital status were included as they are commonly associated with the incidence and/or diagnosis of disease and the likelihood of receiving medical care. 15, 17, 18 The fixed effect specification identifies the association between PPI use and each disease by comparing adjusted rates of each disease within individuals over time, and accounting for unobserved, fixed individual-specific health risks that are correlated with both PPI use and the disease outcomes being studied. The assumption behind the fixed effect model is that there exists an unobserved characteristic of a patient that is unchanging over time and that is correlated with both the exposure variable of interest (in this case PPI use) and the outcome being studied (pneumonia).
For instance, if certain patients are always more likely to seek medical care, they will be more likely to use a PPI and will be more likely to be diagnosed with CAP, both by virtue of being more likely to see a physician. If that underlying propensity to seek medical care does not change over time, the fixed effect estimation strategy can account for this confounder by comparing rates of CAP within the same individual during periods of PPI use and no PPI use. The fixed effect model is estimated by including an indicator variable for each patient into the multivariate regression. The specification differs from a random effects specification in that the latter is identified through comparisons both within and between individuals. 22 We estimated a linear probability model rather than a logistic model since we included individual fixed effects. Individual fixed effects have a more natural interpretation in linear models and allow for fixed unobserved characteristics that are correlated with PPI exposure. We also estimated logistic models with individual random effects and found quantitatively similar results. For each condition, we reported adjusted quarterly rates of disease associated with filling a prescription for a PPI in a given quarter.
We also tested for a "dose response" between length of use of PPIs and risk of CAP, osteoarthritis, chest pain, UTI, DVT, skin infection, and rheumatoid arthritis. The presence of a dose response between PPI use and CAP-i.e. higher rates of CAP associated with greater PPI use-has been argued to support a causal association, 1 even though those with greater exposure (either through higher dosages or more prolonged use) may still have underlying comorbidities that are associated with higher risk of CAP. We divided users of PPIs into terciles of use, based on the number of quarters in which a PPI prescription was filled, and estimated a linear probability model with indicators for tercile of PPI use and adjustments for comorbidities. We reported predicted quarterly rates of each condition by tercile of PPI use.
STATA version 11 (STATA Corp, College Station, Texas) was used for statistical analyses and the 95 % CI reflects 0.025 in each tail or P≤0.05. Table 1 presents initial demographic and health characteristics of users and nonusers of proton pump inhibitors in the first quarter. Users were defined as those individuals filling at least one prescription for a PPI in the 11 year period. Among users, the mean number of quarters in which a prescription for a PPI was filled was 12.1 (95 % CI 12.0-12.3). Compared to those never filling a prescription for a PPI, users of PPIs were of similar age (66.5 y vs. 66.0 y in first quarter, p<0.001) and gender (39.9 % male vs. 44.0 %, p<0.001), but were generally less healthy. For example, users of PPIs were more likely to have cancer (6.2 % v 4.9 %, p<0.001), chronic renal insufficiency (0.8 % vs. 0.4 %, p<0.001), hypertension (14.9 % vs. 12.5 %, p<0.001), diabetes (6.4 % vs. 4.5 %, p<0.001), hyperlipidemia (3.7 % vs. 3.1 %, p<0.001), and stroke (1.1 % vs. 0.7 %, p<0.001).
RESULTS
Figure 1 displays unadjusted rates of CAP among nonusers of PPIs, users during quarters in which they did not fill a prescription for a PPI, and users during quarters in which they did fill a prescription. Compared to nonusers, those who ever filled a prescription for a PPI had higher quarterly rates of CAP even during quarters in which a prescription was not filled (89 vs. 51 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001). This suggests that unobserved health characteristics correlated with CAP may be important in explaining the association between PPI use and CAP.
Among those ever using a PPI, rates of CAP were higher during quarters in which a prescription was filled for a PPI (137 vs. 89 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001). By estimating the impact of PPI use within individuals during periods of use and non-use, this result could be interpreted as supporting a causal association between PPI use and the risk of CAP. To explore this further, Figure 1 also displays unadjusted rates of osteoarthritis, chest pain, and UTI (rates of DVT, skin infection, and rheumatoid arthritis are displayed in Supplementary Figure 1, available online) . When compared to nonusers, those who ever filled a prescription for a PPI had higher rates of osteoarthritis (535 vs. 332 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001), chest pain (410 vs. 210 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001), and UTI (178 vs. 107 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001) during quarters in which a prescription was not filled, again suggesting greater unobserved risks among individuals ever using a PPI. Among those ever using a PPI, quarterly rates of osteoarthritis, chest pain, and UTI were also higher during quarters in which a prescription was filled for a PPI (685 vs. 535 cases per 10,000 persons for osteoarthritis, p<0.001; 683 vs. 410 cases per 10,000 persons for chest pain, p<0.001; 238 vs. 178 cases per 10,000 persons for UTI, p<0.001). When estimating the impact of PPI use within individuals during periods of use and non-use (paired analysis), use of PPIs was associated not only with higher rates of CAP but also with pathophysiologically unrelated conditions. Figure 2 presents adjusted quarterly rates of CAP, osteoarthritis, chest pain, and UTI. Compared to those never filling a prescription for a PPI, users of PPIs continued to have higher adjusted quarterly rates of pneumonia (68 vs. 61 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001), chest pain (336 vs. 282 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001), and UTI (151 vs. 139 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001) during quarters in which they did not fill a prescription. Adjusted differences were smaller than unadjusted differences, primarily due to statistically significantly higher rates of CAP associated with the presence of asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), cancer, chronic renal insufficiency, congestive heart failure, coronary artery disease, end stage renal disease, and stroke (Supplementary Table 1 , available online). Among those ever using a PPI, adjusted rates of CAP were higher during quarters in which a prescription was filled for a PPI, compared to quarters in which there was no use (111 vs. 68 cases per 10,000 
Dose Response
Figure 3 presents quarterly rates of CAP, osteoarthritis, chest pain, and UTI among those ever using a PPI, according to the amount of PPI use over the study period. Length of use was divided into terciles based on the number of quarters a prescription for a PPI was filled. The mean number of quarters in which a prescription for a PPI was filled was 1.64 (SD 0.77) for the bottom tercile, 8.6 (SD 3.5) for the middle, and 25.9 (SD. 7.10) for the top. The mean quarterly rate of CAP was higher in the top tercile of PPI users (93 cases per 10,000 persons, 95 % CI 112-122) than the bottom tercile (68 cases per 10,000 persons, 95 % CI 82-91), p< 0.001. A similar association was observed for osteoarthritis (472 vs. 443 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001), chest pain (502 vs. 331 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001), and UTI (171 vs. 153 cases per 10,000 persons, p<0.001).
DISCUSSION
Use of PPIs has been positively associated with CAP in several observational studies, [1] [2] [3] an association which may be confounded. We used a falsification approach to assess for confounding in the association of PPI use with CAP in a large cohort of PPI users and nonusers. We found that current PPI use was not only associated with higher adjusted rates of CAP, but also implausibly associated with higher rates of osteoarthritis, chest pain, UTI, DVT, skin infection, and rheumatoid arthritis. The absence of a known physiologic mechanism by which use of PPIs could lead to higher rates of each these conditions suggests that the observed association between PPI use and CAP may be Figure 1 . Unadjusted quarterly rates of community-acquired pneumonia, osteoarthritis, chest pain, and urinary tract infection medical claims among users and nonusers of proton pump inhibitors. Unadjusted quarterly rates of each condition were calculated for those never filling a prescription for a PPI (termed nonusers of PPIs), users (defined as persons who filled at least one prescription for a PPI) during quarters in which a prescription was not filled, and users during quarters in which a prescription was filled. Rates were determined from ICD-9 codes in administrative data and are displayed at the quarterly level per 10,000 persons. 95 % confidence intervals reported in graph. confounded by unobserved patient and physician characteristics among users of PPIs. Furthermore, higher rates of each of these conditions among users of PPIs during the months in which a PPI is used suggest that these unobserved characteristics may change over time and confound even a longitudinal cohort analysis that uses individuals as their own controls.
In our study as in others, patients using PPIs had greater observed comorbidities than nonusers. [1] [2] [3] While adjusting for these comorbidities has been shown to reduce the estimated association between PPI use and CAP, 2 residual confounding in underlying risk of CAP may still exist, as demonstrated by our study. In addition to confounded health risks, physicians that are more likely to prescribe a PPI may also be more likely to diagnose CAP (or bill insurance for any of the conditions studied) when compared to other physicians. Both patient and physician characteristics that are unable to be accounted for may explain the observed association between PPI use and CAP.
Strengths and Weaknesses
The results of this study have important implications, not only for assessing the risks associated with PPI use, but for validating the causal plausibility of observational studies more generally. Use of PPIs has been linked in observational studies to gastrointestinal infections by Salmonella and Clostridium, [23] [24] [25] [26] and has been associated with risk of hip fracture, 27 particularly at high doses. The proposed mechanism of impacting the risk of hip fracture is an interference with calcium absorption and inhibition of osteoclastic proton pumps. 27 While each of these associations may indeed be causal, our results strongly raise the possibility that even sophisticated attempts to account for confounding may not be enough. Falsification methods, such as those employed in this study, offer an intuitive approach to assessing the likelihood of confounding in observational studies. The theoretical basis of this approach is that an association between an exposure variable (in this case PPI use) and an outcome variable (e.g. CAP) is more likely to be causal-rather than reflect selection bias-if the exposure variable is not also associated with other implausible outcomes (e.g. UTI and skin infection) that would be expected to be present if residual confounding persists (e.g. due to health severity). Prior work arguing for a causal effect of social networks on the rise in obesity 28 has, for example, been called into question as the same social network analysis predicts height, acne, and severe headaches, all of which would be expected to bear no causal relationship to social networks. 29 Recent evidence of an association between antipsychotic medication use and CAP 11 may reflect a causal association or just as easily be interpreted as a positive falsification test-use of antipsychotic medications may proxy for unobserved health risks that are correlated with CAP in the same way as use of PPIs.
Although this study demonstrates an arguably implausible association between PPI use and the risk of several common conditions, there are limitations. First, filling a prescription for a PPI is an imperfect proxy for actual PPI use. Moreover, given the availability of over-the-counter PPIs during the time period studied, some individuals may be incorrectly classified as being nonusers. While this misclassification of exposure to PPIs may bias the association between PPI use and CAP, it should have the same effect on the associations between PPI use and the other conditions studied. A second limitation of this study is a reliance on administrative claims data to identify disease conditions. While the absence of corroborating clinical data such as culture specimens or radiographic imaging may result in false positive and negative classifications of CAP, the resulting bias should not vary with the other conditions we studied. A third limitation is that our study population was comprised of privately insured patients, which may limit generalizability.
An additional limitation of our analysis is that it is unable to identify which unmeasured patient or provider characteristics are responsible for the association between PPI use and each of the disease outcomes we studied. The persistence of the PPI association in models which use individuals as their own controls suggests that unobserved characteristics that are not fixed within an individual over time are important. For example, higher rates of each disease outcome during quarters in which PPI users fill a prescription for a PPI suggest that unobserved characteristics in those specific quarters are potentially confounded with the risk of disease. Potential confounders may include an increased likelihood of patients to seek medical care during certain periods (thereby raising rates of both PPI use and disease outcomes) or greater medical care provided by physicians during certain periods (i.e. a concomitant increase in both PPI prescribing and the diagnose of disease by physicians).
An important statistical limitation of the falsification approach we employed is that by chance alone one may identify a statistically significant association between an exposure variable (PPI use) and an implausibly associated disease, creating a falsely positive falsification test. As in our study, it is important to choose multiple, prevalent diseases with which to conduct these tests. Finally, the absence of established mechanisms linking use of PPIs to conditions such as UTI, skin infection, DVT, or chest pain does not preclude the presence of a causal relationship between use of PPIs and each of these diseases.
Despite its limitations, this study raises important questions about whether the observed association between PPI use and CAP is confounded. Applying falsification testing to data from prior studies that first demonstrated the association would be a useful first step to validating a causal association between use of PPIs and the risk of CAP. More generally, falsification testing may be a useful tool to evaluating causal relationships in observational studies.
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